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Postage Due — Three Ways
Ron Bentley
Finding Indochinese postage due stamps properly used on cover is a challenge. Usually, I favor usages
of a single denomination, solo or as a multiple.
However, this cover exhibits such a spectacular variety of postage due stamps, it quickly found a home
in my collection. An air letter, with a face value of 6 pence, was posted from Bow (a London
neighborhood) to Saigon in 1949. Upon arrival in Indochina, it was cited as underpaid. The 18 cent Value
Overprint postage due was affixed along with a 12 cent Vichy postage due. The two due stamps were
canceled with Saigon R.P. postmarks dated 24 January 1949. Postage due stamps from two different
series makes an unusual combination to be sure. But these stamps were overshadowed by two Indochinese
Culture definitives (50 cents and 2 piasters) also used as postage due stamps. Evidently, high value postage
due stamps were unavailable. In total then, there are stamps from three different series doing postage due
service on one cover! ∞
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Editor/ Executive Secretary’s Report
Jack Dykhouse commented that the postal card shown on the cover of ICP 159 is indeed listed in the
1990-91 Price Supplement for Higgins & Gage as #24. They call the colors "maroon on buff".
Jim Baumann let us know that his sheet single of the Borobudar Temple issue that Ken Thompson
discussed in ICP 159 displays the same misspelling of Pheulpin's name as is seen on the souvenir sheet.
prompting Ken to report further information in this issue.
New members to our society are:
779

George J. Adler
Two Wheaton Center #301
Wheaton, IL 60187

Indochina, Laos, South Vietnam

780

Peter Calvert
#189
1172 South Main Street
Salinas, CA 93901 ∞

North Vietnam, Viet Minh
pkc869@hotmail.com

ICP Garners Award
At the literature competition held in connection with the American Philatelic Society's StampShow in
Columbus, Ohio on 7-10 August, The Indo-China Philatelist was awarded a "vermeil." A total of 28
journals were entered in the "Periodicals" competition. The distribution of awards in the "Periodicals"
Category was as follows: 1 Best in Class, 3 gold, 9 vermeil, 8 silver, and 4 silver-bronze. Three periodicals
were not in competition. ∞
New Dues Structure for 2004
The ever-increasing costs of printing and postage for our journal require a change in dues starting in
the coming year. It is the first change in dues in many years. To institute a more equitable distribution of
costs, dues will consist of two components. The first component is the membership fee. It is $5.00 per
year and is the same for everyone.
The second component is the Indo-China Philatelist delivery fee. For members who receive the ICP
electronically, there are no printing or postage costs, so this option is free. For members in the United
States, the delivery fee for paper copies is $10.00 per year. For members in Canada or Mexico, it is
$15.00 per year and for all other members it is $20.00 per year. This structure apportions dues more
closely in accord with actual costs. The fees are summarized in the following table:
ICP
Delivery Option for 2004

Membership
Fee

Delivery
Fee

Receives ICP electronically
Receives paper copy at US address
Receives paper copy at Mexican or
Canadian address
Receives paper copy at foreign
address

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

FREE
$10.00
$15.00

$5.00
$15.00
$20.00

$5.00

$20.00

$25.00
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President’s Message
'Information is turned into knowledge by communication'
Richard K. Aspnes
Glorious congratulations are due to our Editor (and Executive Secretary), and ALL those members that
contribute articles to the ICP, in producing an award-winning journal. The ICP was awarded a vermeil in
the periodical class at the APS StampShow in Columbus, Ohio. Everyone benefits from articles about your
favorite subject or interest.
Member Kenneth Thompson is working his way through all the issues of the ICP, compiling an
“Author Index” to complement the existing 1999 Subject Index. The Subject Index is available for
searching directly at the SICP web site (www.sicp-online.org) or by downloading and printing. With the
Author and Subject Indexes complete, the next major effort is to scan and capture all the back issues of the
ICP, and produce a CD-ROM as a reference source. This may take a while to accomplish, and volunteers
are solicited.
Revitalization of SICP auction remains a top priority. The board of directors is of one mind that
additional capabilities and information are needed to both enhance the benefits to members purchasing
from the auctions and to encourage sellers to offer more and better material. With the competition from
Internet sellers, eBay and the APS sales division, just to name the largest, our auction is a relative weakling.
Volunteers are solicited to augment the efforts of our auction manager, Norm Davis, in preparing material
and providing scanned images of material that is best described with a picture. Stamps can be described
well with textual descriptions and references to standard catalogs, but postal history and other noncataloged items need a picture. Who is up to the challenge?
Progress is being made in enhancing the information available on the Society’s web site
http://www.sicp-online.org. The Society gratefully thanks our new Webmaster, Larry Fillion for his efforts
in maintaining the site contents through difficult several months. Transitioning the web site was not
without problems, and the membership may have noted several episodes of the web site not being available.
We believe operations will become ‘nominal’ finally, after many months of uncertainly. Welcome to the
wild and woolly world-wide-web.
Suggestions for the venue of the next SICP annual meeting and most importantly its schedule are
urgently solicited from the membership. As you may recall in ICP 159, the minutes from the last annual
meeting mentioned several locations and events as candidates:

• APS Winter Stampshow in Norfolk, Virginia,
• Either the Spring or Fall Mega Stamp Shows in New York City,
• 2004 NAPEX Show in Virginia in June or
• Philadelphia National Show in the fall of 2004.
To meet at the APS winter meeting in February, an early decision is necessary. Notice that these are all
East Coast shows. This geographical bias is a reflection of the location of the majority of the board
members, and their ability to travel to attend the meeting. Clearly the majority of the board needs to be
present transact Society business. As NAPEX was often the venue in the past years, some at the annual
meeting suggested the Philadelphia event as excellent new possibility. Please submit your
recommendations or suggestions to our event planner, Jack Dykhouse, and copy Ron and myself. Thanks
for your assistance and inputs. ∞
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Printing Types of the 6 cent Indochinese Culture Envelope
Ron Bentley
I have had the postal stationery envelope shown in Figure 1 for many years. When I wrote him for his
comments, Jacques Desrousseaux said that it is obviously a proof printing. The words “Bon a Tirer”
meant ”Good to print.” It was handstamped " Head of Administrative Services for the Colonial
Administration: and signed. This all squared with the facts, but, the curious thing was the date - 14
February 1938. The Indochinese Culture series was originally issued in 1931. The stationery was issued
at the same time.

Figure 1.
Years later, when I finally made a close examination of the indicium (i.e., the printed “stamp”), I
discovered the reason for the proof. The design had been changed! Thus, there had been (at least) two
printings. Figure 2 shows the indicia side-by-side for the two printings. The original design was larger,
almost 22 millimeters wide as compared to the second printing, which was less than 21 millimeters wide.
The color of the second printing was more intense. Differences in the design components also exist. For
instance, with the second printing the “6” denomination is much more rounded.
Looking for used examples, I have found several from the correct times. Figure 3 shows the first
printing used for a registered mailing in 1937. Figure 4 shows a wartime internal mailing from Hue in
1942 using a second printing envelope.
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Printing Types of the 6 cent Indochinese Culture Envelope

First Printing

Second Printing

Figure 2. For the second printing, the indicium is smaller with more intense color.

Figure 3. First printing envelope saw service for a registered mailing to France in 1937.
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Printing Types of the 6 cent Indochinese Culture Envelope

Figure 4. A second printing envelope was used to send a letter from Hue to a missionary in 1942.
The question remains as to why the design was changed? Was the second printing done on a different
type of press or done by a completely different printer? The 6 cent letter rate for France and colonies
applied from 1925 until 1937. The internal letter rate was 6 cents from 1937 until 1942. After 1942, the 6
cent envelopes had outlived their usefulness.
Every time I see a 5-cent envelope from the same series at a stamp show, I examine it to see if maybe
there were also two printings for this denomination. So far, I have not found supporting evidence for a
second printing. If only I could find a dated 5-cent proof… Since there was not a 5 cent letter rate in
1938, it is unlikely that a second printing of that value was ever needed.
Even though the 6 cent rate was needed over a longer period of time, 6-cent envelopes seem much
scarcer than 5 -cent envelopes. At least this has been my personal experience.
It should also be noted that a 7 cent envelope was distributed. Collectors in America are usually
unaware of the scarce 7 cent envelope because the Higgins & Gage catalog did not list it.
Check your examples of this relatively scarce 6 cent postal stationery item to see which printing(s) you
have. By the way, I am still seeking a first printing used without any additional postage and a mint second
printing. Please let me know if you can offer examples. ∞
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Vietnam Missing Colors Varieties
Lucian Lu
On 30 April 1975, soldiers from the North overthrew the South Vietnamese government. After
that,Vietnam was unified and the country name became Socialist Republic of Vietnam instead of
Democratic Republic of Vietnam. The country's name on stamps also changed to VIET-NAM from VIETNAM-DAN-CHU-CONG HOA. The first stamp with the legend VIET-NAM was issued on 24 June
1976, a 12xu stamp, issued to celebrate the reunification of the country.
I have a special interest in stamp varieties. Starting in 1989, the Postal Stamp Printing Enterprise
obtained better machinery for printing stamps. Since then, stamp varieties were seldom seen. But many
stamps issued before 1988, printed by the Tien Bo Printing House or the Tran Phu Printing House, were
printed on older offset equipment. Consequently, some varieties or plate flaws can be found. Among these
varieties, I want to focus in this report on the major missing colors stamps carrying the legend "VIETNAM." As we all know, no one can claim to possess every rare stamp variety - even if one was a
millionaire. So, in this article, I can only mention what I own or what I know with certainty exists. The
stamps discussed here are only the perforated stamps that were issued by the Post Office. The imperforate
missing color stamps that have surfaced in the stamp market will not be mentioned because most of them
were produced by the Printing House's colors progressive essay proofs:

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

General Offensive 6xu, Liberation of Saigon, (Scott
#850) issued on 14 December 1976, printed by
Tran Phu Printing House in offset multicolor.
Varieties with the black color completely missing
(legend BW CHINH VIET NAM and face value)
can be found (Figure 1). I got this stamp from a
collector friend in Saigon after I had immigrated to
California in 1984. The Liberation of Saigon stamp
consisted of two values 6xu and 2d. The colors of
the main design of both values are the same. The
only difference is the color in the legend and face
value. The 6xu in black and the 2d in brown.
Actually, no one can determine whether the missing
color stamp is actually the 6xu or 2d.

Face value 1d of the same series of the previous
stamp, Liberation of Da-Nang, (Scott #852) missing
brown color (Figure 2). The Liberation of Da-Nang
also consisted of two values: 3xu and 1d, like the
previous. I am confident that this missing color
stamp belongs to the value 1d, because in early
1980, a stamp dealer friend in Hong Kong asked me
to send him 100 sets of the General Offensive along
with some other topical issues. I went to Saigon
General Post Office to buy them. The General
Offensive stamps were in full sheets of 50 stamps,
among two sheets of the face value ld. I discovered
that one sheet was missing the brown color. I
separated the sheet and offered them to collector
friends in France, West Germany, Hong-Kong and
the United States. I also used some on covers to
send them the stamps.

As the previous stamp, but missing yellow color. As I corresponded with many friends abroad, I
preferred to affix stamps on all covers I sent. Therefore I needed a lot of high value stamp to use. One day
during the summer of 1980, I went to Cholon Post Office, (main Post Office of 5th district of Ho Chi
Minh City) to buy 200 of the face value ld stamps. I did not request any special kind of ld. The postal
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Vietnam Missing Colors Varieties
clerk gave me 4 sheets of the ld of Liberation of Da-Nang stamp. When I brought the stamps home, I
discovered one among the four sheets of stamps had a darker color. Then I discovered that it was missing
the color yellow. It was not too distinctly different but still it was a missing color variety. As usual, I
separated the sheet and offered them to my collector friends and used some on covers.
First Anniversary of National General Election 12xu (Scott
#874) issued on April 25, 1977, printed by Tran Phu Printing
House in offset multicolor. The green background was
completely missing (Figure 3). I got this stamp from my friend
in Saigon after 1984, original source unknown.

Figure 3.
Face value 50xu of the same series of the previous stamp (Scott
#875) missing black (Figure 4), a very distinctive variety. I
bought a full sheet of 50 stamps in the summer of 1983 from a
stamp dealer in the old books market. I asked him about the
source, and he told me that he was also a second hand buyer.
He bought the sheet from an unknown man through his kiosk.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

International Children's Day 12xu (Scott #925) issued on
March 20, 1978, printed by Tran Phu Printing House in offset
multicolor. The red missing (Figure 5) is a very distinctive
variety. I exchanged a block of 10 with both shades of yellow
(light and dark) missing (as reported in the next paragraph) for
a block of 10 of the missing red stamps from a collector friend.
He immigrated to France in 1978. He said he bought a full
sheet of 50 stamps in An-Dong Post Office (A small branch of
Cholon Post Office of the 5th district of Ho Chi Minh City,
where only one clerk worked).
The same stamp of the previous paragraph but missing the light
yellow background and the deep yellow of the inner frame
(Figure 6) One day in the spring of 1978, I went to the Saigon
Central Post Office to mail letters. I saw on the clerk's table a
partial sheet of 30 stamps of this variety. I was so exited to buy
them all right away. I asked the clerk if the other 20 stamps
were available. She replied that they had been sold to other
customers who had mailed out letters. At the time, 12xu was
the rate for a domestic letter.

Figure 6.
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Vietnam Missing Colors Varieties
Sunflower 10xu of the cultivated flower missing red. See details in my article in ICP 159. This is quite
a scarce missing color variety, because only 20 copies are known so far.
88th Anniversary of the Birth Ho Chi Minh 10xu (Scott #936) issued on 10 May 1978, printed by Tien
Bo Printing House in offset multicolor on glossy paper. The red was completely missing but it was not
very prominent. The red was printed over the brown,. When the red was missing, the brown was still
visible. The variety stamp was that the variety stamp looks lighter and the red offset appears on the back
side of the stamp. A full sheet of 100 stamps was found in the Post Office Nguyen-Trai in 5th district of
Ho Chi Minh City.

Figure 7.
Face value 12xu, Ho Chi Minh's mausoleum, of the same series of the previous stamp (Scott #937) two
different states of missing colors. In early fall of 1978, a famous Hanoi stamp collector, Mr. Thang, came
to sell some unusual North and Socialist Republic of Vietnam stamps to me. Among the stamps he sold
was one full sheet of 50 stamps of the 12xu Ho Chi Minh's mausoleum with partly missing red on right
side. The sheet was perforated along the vertical columns, but lacked horizontal perforations in some of the
lower rows. If we separated the sheet with any horizontal strip of 5 stamps, the left two stamps were
normal, and the right three stamps were missing red. (Figure 7 is a block of six, leftmost two stamps are
normal while right side four stamps are missing the red color.)
There were also two singles and two blocks of 4
of the same stamp with both red and black
completely missing (Figure 8), which resulted in
an extremely distinctive missing colors variety and
may be the scarcest variety of Vietnam stamps.
Figure 8.
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Vietnam Missing Colors Varieties

Figure 9.

Figure 10.

International Children's Year 50xu (Scott #1007)
issued on June 1, 1979, printed by Tien Bo Printing
House in offset multicolor on glossy paper. This
stamp existed in many different states of variety. I
bought one block of 4 in the stamp market and three
of the stamps had missing red but the black was
double printed (Figure 9).

Rose lxu (Scott #1034) issued on 1 January 1980,
printed by Tien Bo Printing House in offset
multicolor on glossy paper. A few years ago, I
purchased from a collector friend in Saigon a
block of 4 of this stamp with the red completely
missing from the left bottom stamp. Also the left
upper stamp had an 80% of red missing. The
right two stamps were normal (Figure 10). This
should be classified as an incidental variety but
still very interesting nonetheless.

Birth Centenary of Albert Einstein 12xu (Scott #983) issued on 14 March 1979, printed by Tien Bo
Printing House in offset multicolor. This stamp existed in many kinds of missing colors (black, brown,
and blue) in both perforated and imperforate forms, but all were cancelled to order with a Hanoi 15 June
1979 postmark. No mint stamps have been found. But, in the Saigon stamp market, a lot of missing black
mint stamps surfaced but had been perforated by sewing machine. Many collectors bought them and used
them on covers. I believe many Vietnam stamp collectors in the United States own these varieties.
Face value 1d of the same series as Figure 9 (Scott #1008) in missing black. This variety surfaced in
the Saigon stamp market. The original source is unknown.
110th Anniversary of the Birth of Lenin 12xu (Scott #1050) issued on 22 April 1980, printed by Tien
Bo Printing House in offset multicolor, missing orange. I got this variety 13 years ago from my collector
friend in Saigon. I had asked him to use this variety stamp alongside a normal one on a cover that was sent
to me on 1990 (Figure 11).
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Vietnam Missing Colors Varieties

Figure 11.
International Children's Day 5xu (Scott #1062) issued on 15
June 1980, printed by Tien Bo Printing House in offset
multicolor, missing red (Figure 12). My friend sent me this
variety after I had immigrated to California.

Figure 12.
National Emblems 6xu (Scott #1090) issued on 20 September
1980, printed by Tran Phu Printing House in offset multicolor,
missing deep blue ornamentation from the background (Figure
13).

Figure 13.
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Vietnam Missing Colors Varieties
National Flag 12xu (Scott #1091) issued on the same day and
printed by the same printing house as previous stamp with two
kinds of missing color varieties: A. Missing gray of the
ornamentation, which is not very distinctive; B. Missing black
(all wordings and face value) (Figure 14). The latter is a very
distinct variety.
Figure 14.
National Women's Congress 12xu (Scott #1191) issued on 19
May 1982, printed by Tien Bo Printing House in offset
multicolor. It exists also in two kinds of missing color
varieties: A. Missing yellow, which is not very distinctive; B.
Missing blue background (Figure 15), which is a very distinct
variety.

Figure 15.
Death Centenary of Karl Marx 10d (Scott #1318) issued on 10
October 1983, printed by Tien Bo Printing House in offset
multicolor, missing black (all wording and the portrait) (Figure
16) resulting in an extremely distinctive variety.

Figure 16.
World Peace Conference, Prague, 50xu (Scott #1347) issued
on 15 January 1984, printed by Tien Bo Printing House in
offset multicolor, missing blue background. This variety exists
in both perforated and imperforate forms (Figure 17).

Figure 17.
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Vietnam Missing Colors Varieties

Figure 18.
Wild Flowers Souvenir Sheet (Scott #1377) issued on 15 March 1984, printed in USSR in offset
multicolor, missing black (all wording and the face value) (Figure 18). Any missing color variety printed
abroad is quite scarce.

Figure 19.
Military frank, factory militia woman (Scott #M30) issued on 5 August 1981, printed by Tran Phu
Printing House in offset multicolor. Before I left Saigon in 1984, I saw a stamp collector who owned a
block of 8 (2 horizontal rows of four stamps) where the black was completely missing from the left 2
stamps, and the second left 2 stamps with a partial black missing. The right 4 stamps were normal.
Though I negotiated for a purchase with the owner, I was unsuccessful. Several years after my immigration
to California, around 1986, a collector friend sent me a strip of 4 of this variety and told me that the block
of 8 had been separated into 2 strips of 4. He sent me one (Figure 19) The owner kept the other strip. No
doubt, this is also an incidental variety. ∞
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More on MAAG
Joe Cartafalsa
The January 2003 issue of ICP contained Ron Bentley’s article on the front page titled “Early MAAG
Mail.” I was asked what I could add on this subject. So, here is what I remember from some of the old
guys I worked with in both Vietnam and the USA.
At the beginning, MAAG was officially named “Military Assistance Advisory Group, Indochina” or
just “MAAG-Indochina.” The official date of arrival in Vietnam was 17 September 1950. They
“departed” Vietnam on 31 October 1955. The next day, they were replaced by “Military Assistance
Advisory Group, Vietnam” or “MAAG - Vietnam.” MAAG - Vietnam remained until 16 May 1964. The
“US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam” or “MACV” (pronounced “MAC- VEE”) arrived in
Vietnam on 8 February 1962 and worked side-by-side with the MAAGs for two years in order to effect a
smooth transition.
On 15 May 1964, MACV was reorganized and basically took over the running of the war. For security
reasons, the offices in Cholon were relocated to Tan Son Nhut Airbase (outside Saigon).
MACV remained in Vietnam until the end of American troop involvement on 23 March 1973.
In reality, all of these organizational changes mostly involved sewing on new shoulder sleeve patches.
Mail from the MAAGs was collected in Vietnam and sent to Army Post Office (APO) 74 at Clark Field
in the Philippines. This arrangement remained in effect until 1965, when troop buildup in Vietnam made it
necessary to open APOs “in-country.” Figure 1 shows a cover with US postage (no free mail yet!) with
the MAAG-Indochina return address of “Box S” denoting Saigon.

Figure 1.
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Other APO 74 box locations were Box 1 (Luzon), Box 2 (Camp John Hay, Philippines), Box N
(Katmandu, Nepal) and Box B (Rangoon, Burma). There were probably other box identifiers. I do
remember that there was also a "MAAG-Laos."
Figure 2 shows a cover franked with Indochina stamps mailed from Phnom Penh, Cambodia in 1951.
However, the return address is the American Legation in Saigon. MAAG’s mission was to provide advisor
support to Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.

Figure 2.

Figure 3. MAAG-Viet Nam insignia

Figure 4. MACV insignia

Postal history of the MAAGs is not common, and that includes both inbound and outbound mail.
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More on MAAG
The cover on the front page of the Jan 2003 is the first MAAG-Indochina “air” related cover that I
have ever seen. Ron states: “Today we can only guess about the nature of business between this agency
and the MAAG.” The MAAG set up an Air Force advisor section in November 1950, one month after the
organization arrived in Vietnam. The French military never had enough aircraft, having to resort to using
civilian aircraft to transport troops and supplies between bases and cities. Even US-owned aircraft and
pilots out of Taiwan were used to support French troops. Everybody was “advised” by the MAAG
personnel who also supplied fuel, ammunition, training and the like.
As an added dimension to any military postal history collection, there are the insignia of those involved.
Figure 3 shows the MAAG-Viet Nam insignia while Figure 4 shows the MACV insignia. The MAAGIndochina insignia was the same as MAAG-Viet Nam, except it read “Indochina” instead of “Viet Nam.”
So Ron, I hope this helps you understand MAAG a little bit better. ∞
Follow-up on Borobudur Temple Preservation Spelling Error
Kenneth R. Thompson
This is a short follow-up concerning the error in the name of Pheulpin on the 1975 UNESCO issue.
Figure 1, taken from ICP 159, shows close-ups of names in question.
Jim Baumann has informed me that he has a sheet of singles of the stamp in question, and that it also
has the name-error.
Jack Dykhouse went one step further, and recognized that the name of the designer was also in error.
The name on the stamp is shown as “Thao Touan,” whereas the correct spelling of the last name should be
“Tuan.” Jack also proposed, and I certainly agree, that the reason for both of these misspellings was a
result of Pheulpin assigning this part of the engraving to an apprentice. Obviously, he never checked the
results, probably assuming that his apprentice would certainly know how to spell his name!
My appreciation is extended to both Jack and Jim for helping to clarify this interesting Lao stamp error.

Figure 1. Close-up views show the engraver's name on the two stamps.
The left stamp has the artist's name.
As is easily seen on the first stamp, Jean Pheulpin has spelled his name ‘PEULPIN’ while spelling it
correctly on the second stamp.
Since the die for the sheet was prepared separate from that used for the individual stamps, the error may
not occur on the individual stamps. Further, this error in no way impacts the value of the sheet, since the
error should occur on all sheets printed. ∞
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Update of the Revenues of Viet-Nam Catalog
Jack Dykhouse
In 2002, thanks to the efforts of Terry Barham, Joe Cartafalsa, Maurice Lange and others, the SICP
produced an electronic catalog of local and national revenue stamps of Viet-Nam. This excellent catalog is
still available on CD-ROM from SICP Executive Secretary.
I have listed below some additions and corrections to the national issues from 1950 to 1978. This list
does not include the local issues or the recent issues. For other additions and corrections, please contact
me at my address in the front of the ICP. The page numbers below refer to the page numbers from the
Adobe PDF file for the National Revenues section.
Page 3 Addition:
B6 200$ rose & purple
Page 4 Corrections:
The issue years should be “1960-1975” instead of “1956-1960” for B31 through B40.
The background repeating words for B31 through B40 should be “VIET NAM CONG HOA” instead of
“QUOC GIA VIET NAM”.
Page 5 Additions:
B40
B42
B43
B44a
B45
B45a

MIEN-PHI yellow & orange (Mien-Phi means free of charge)
10$ yellow & blue
20$ green & yellow
50$ green & lilac rouletted
100$ blue & yellow
100$ blue & yellow rouletted

Page 7 Addition:
D47 80c olive bistre & blue / red ovpt

B40 - a new listing.

Page 7 Additions:
D76 30c olive bistre & blue / blk ovpt
D96 6 hao on 80c olive bistre & blue / red ovpt
Page 10 Corrections:
The colors for D140 through D142 and D151 through D161 should be “yellow green & red” instead of
“yellow, green & red”.
The colors for D162 and D163 should be “lilac & red” instead of “yellow, green & red”.
Page 11 Corrections:
The color for D184 through D190 should be “dark green” instead of “bistre”.
The color for D191 should be “red” instead of “bistre”.
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Update of the Revenues of Viet-Nam Catalog
The numbers D165, D166, and D167 at the BOTTOM of the page should be D192, D193 and D195.
(Note: the same numbers at the TOP of the page are correct). The illustration for D196 and the three lines
above it (Watermark: AT54, Perforated 13.5, size: 37mm x 22mm) should be deleted since they are
repeated on page 12.
Page 12 Correction:
Number D165 should be D219.
Page 12 Addition:
D220 0$20 on 0$50 bistre
Page 13 Correction:
For D242 through D245, the watermark is a checkerboard pattern of straight vertical and horizontal lines.
The “Serifed Lines” were used only for D222 through D241.
Page 14 Corrections:
The issue year for D246 through D249 should be “1964” instead of “1966”.
The color for D248 should be “carmine” instead of “orange brown”.
The color for D249 should be “dark green” instead of “orange brown”.
Page 15 Correction:
The color for D277a should be “green” instead of “blue green”.
Page 15 Additions:
D273c 2$00 yellow brown C 13.5
D278c 20$00 green
B 12.25
D280a 50$00 carmine
C 13.5
D282a 200$ wine
B 12.25
Notes: 1) D280b is the large Type B size, but has the design features of Type A. 2) Many of the De La
Rue values had more than one printing resulting in many color shades and perforation varieties too
numerous to list. 3) After 1975, the Communists required the South Vietnamese to have a bill for every
radio, television, camera, etc. Therefore, there are many forged bills with forged revenue stamps. Forgeries
of D273, D277, D278 and D280 have been seen on documents – sometimes together with lower
denomination genuine stamps. The forgeries are crude with blurry letters and rough perforations. Also,
some genuine low denomination revenue stamps were altered to have a higher denomination. For example,
the “1” on D272 was changed to a “50”.
Page 16 Corrections:
D287a should be “D287a (D269) 0$40 red brown A – red $3.00”.
D287b should be “D287b (D269a) 0$40 violet brn B – black $5.00”.
D289 should be “D289 (D270) 0$60 red brn
A – black $3.00
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Update of the Revenues of Viet-Nam Catalog
Page 16 Additions:
D287c (----)
D298a (D271)
D298b (D278)
D298c (D279)
D299a (D281)

0$40 black B – red
0$80 black A – red
5$00 purple A – red
10$00 orange A – red
30$00 green B – red

Page 17 Additions:
D300 (D270b) 0$60 yellow B – black surcharged 0$02
D302b (D270b) double 0$06 surcharge
D305a (D270b) 0$60 yellow B – black surcharged 0$02
Page 18 Addition:
D312a (D279) 10$00 orange A – black surcharged 0d06 ∞

D300 - a new listing.

Planning for Washington 2006
Washington 2006 is just around the corner! Actually, it is less than 1,000 days away. The event runs
from Saturday 27 May through Saturday 3 June 2006. Memorial Day weekend is on the show's opening
two days. More details are at the exhibition's web site : www.washington-2006.org. Since NAPEX,
located in the suburbs of the nation's capital, always draws a roomful of active Indochina collectors, just
imagine how many a once-in-a-decade event will attract. Maybe, some of our overseas members will make
the trek as part of a family vacation. Washington is quite beautiful in the early summer.
It is not too early to begin thinking about what kinds of activities we may wish SICP to sponsor in
conjunction with Washington 2006. Maybe some specialized tours are in order. For instance, the National
Postal Museum is downtown next to the train station. Of course, there are also the Smithsonian, the
National Archives, the Library of Congress, etc. Washington has world class restaurants including
enclaves of southeast Asian eateries. An all-American cookout at my house is in the realm of possibilities.
With preplanning, we can do much if sufficient members are interested.
Being located in the Washington suburbs, I am willing to start the coordination process based on input
from the members and officers. Let us hear from you. ∞
Classified Advertisements
This section is provided for members to post notices to buy, sell or exchange philatelic material.
Advertisements of 30 words or less may be sent to the editor for consideration for publication. Current
members are allowed two free classified advertisements per calendar year.
FOR SALE: Cambodia 109-111 set of 3 sepia inspection die proofs. $300. Original owner paid $1,050;
only 3 to 5 such sets exist. Jack Dykhouse – address in front of this ICP.
WANTED: South Viet-Nam revenues (SICP Catalog numbers) A1a, B2-5, B27, B28, B29, B30, B31,
B31a, B34c, C1-2, D148, D150, D160-2, D166a, D171-3, D180, D188-90, D197, D201-3, D215-16,
D225, D271, D287b, D295, D311, D313, D319. Jack Dykhouse – address in front of this ICP. ∞
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Unissued Lao Color Trial Proofs
Joe Cartafalsa
Figure 1 shows eleven copies of four designs of the first Lao definitive series. Values represented are:
10 cent, 30 cent, 60 cent and 1$. There are multiple copies of all but the 60 cent stamp. I pulled these
examples out of a medical topical collection. Oh, if they were only mine!
If you are viewing this on the computer, you can see the beauty of the colors, especially the bi-colored
stamps. This was the first issue of Laos as an independent nation and officials maintained strict control
over all production items generated. There was none of this selling of color trials through the new issue
services as happened in later years. Color trials were made for the purpose of selecting the color(s) of each
denomination. After selection of the color, the trials were destroyed and samples put into the archives
(never to be seen outside the vault or so it seems).
These proofs were possibly taken by the printer (?). Yvert mentions that proofs exist and maybe this is
the group that the Yvert editors referred to, as these are the exact four values mentioned in the French
catalog.
It is probable that only one set ever existed outside of the Government Printing Works in Paris as there
is no reason other than that to explain why no one has ever seen any of them before now. If you want color
pictures of the whole group, check the catalogs for Michael Rogers's (dealer-member of the SICP)
November Asia Mail Sale and December Asia Public Auction.
I am sure there is more data out there on these fantastic items. I will report the new information as it
becomes available to me. ∞

Figure 1. Examples of Lao color trial proofs show off vibrant colors.
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Inverted “S” Variety on Official Stamp
Joe Cartafalsa
While I was at Michael Rogers, Inc. in central Florida, one of his auction describers asked me about
the item illustrated in Figure 1. It is Scott O17, the 1 cent official stamp overprinted diagonally
“SERVICE.”
The “S” of the copy on the right side has an inverted “S.” On the left hand side, a normal copy
shows that the bottom hook of the "S" has a larger white area within the curve. When inverted the larger
space is at the top curve.
This is the first time that I have seen this. Is it a constant variety? I think it must be fairly scarce.
This item, used, is in the upcoming November Asia Mail Sale.

Figure 1. Stamp on right has inverted "S" variety.

Advertisement

COMING SOON TO A COMPUTER NEAR YOU
By about mid November the website <www.stampsandcollectibles.us> should be up
and running. It will brought to you by Joe Cartafalsa (and any others I can get to help).
It will publicize new information, articles and catalogues. It will offer for sale stamps
and postal history that other dealers do not want to or can not handle. The site will
handle “paper and metal” - collectible paper (stamps, covers, paper money, documents,
etc) and metal (medals, coins, pins, etc). We will deal in the strange and unusual.
Our material will be mostly Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Indochina - but we will
not limit ourselves to just these. We already have plans for material from Korea,
French colonies, China and anything else I may come across.
My name and address are in the front of the journal <joeresearch@shtc.net>.
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